
MALIGNANT
HYPERTHERMIA 
CARTS
Meet AANA and MHAUS recom-
mendations to have the right sup-
plies organized and quickly avail-
able. Harloff’s MH Carts provide 
portable storage with easy access.

Signs of malignant hyperthermia 
are often not apparent until anes-
thesia drugs have already been 
administered, and this condition 
can be fatal if not treated prompt-
ly. Medication and ice packs are 
used in the immediate treatment of 
malignant hyperthermia, so having 
a dedicated MH cart nearby signifi-
cantly improves medical response 
time.

Engineered and 
Manufactured in the U.S.

STORES MEDICATIONS AND INSULIN  
IN A MEDICAL-GRADE FRIDGE 

Harloff malignant hyperthermia carts are the perfect solution for  
holding your Dantrolene and other medical supplies while keeping insulin, 

saline and ice packs cold inside a lab-quality Follett® refrigerator.  

These carts are offered with two different sizes of refrigerator along with multi-
ple drawer configuration and accessory options. Harloff offers a wide range of 

accessory options to further equip your MH cart, or purchase one of our Malig-
nant Hyperthermia cart packages featuring our most common accessories.

MH5216B
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MALIGNANT HYPERTHERMIA CARTS
MH5200B

MH5100B
Our shortest Malignant Hyperthermia 
cart has a single top drawer with 
breakaway bar, ample refrigerated 
storage, a full complement of accesso-
ries and an antimicrobial plastic top.

Our most popular selling MH cart, the 
MH5200B combines the perfect balance 
of cold storage with two drawers of top  
storage. Comes with the accessories you 
need to create a fully equipped MH cart.

MH4300K
For those who don’t need accessories or 
wish to purchase their own accessories 
separately, this three drawer, key locking 
cart is the lean version of our MH carts.

MH5300B
Features three top drawers with a break-
away bar for quick access to both  room 
temperature and refrigerated medica-
tions, along with accessories.

MH5216K
Our standard cart features a 1.8 cubic 
feet Follett® medical-grade refrigerator. 
This key locking model features a smaller 
1.0 cubic feet Follett® refrigerator to offer 
more top drawer space. Other features 
include a waste container with mounting  
brackets, two large chart/document  
holders and a large wire basket.Harloff MH carts use Follett® REF1 

and REF2 refrigerators. Follett® is 
known within the medical field for  
quality & reliability. Features include:
• Stainless steel construction.
• Heavy-duty, quiet compressor and
forced air cooling
• Uses non-CFC, environmentally
responsible R134a refrigerant
• Cylinder door lock supports JC
standard for medication storage
• Field-reversible door
• Epoxy coated wire shelves,
adjustable in 1/2” increments
• Exterior LED user-program- 
mable display shows temp,
alarms and other data

FOLLETT MEDICAL 
GRADE REFRIGERATORS



MRI-SAFE
MED CARTS
• Meets American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) In-
ternational, Designation: F2503-
05 definition of “MR-Conditional”
• Cabinet painted gloss white
with MRI identification sticker
applied
• Low-ferrous, ball-bearing, full
extension drawer slides
• Low-ferrous 5” sealed
ball-bearing casters
• Protective corner bumpers
• Painted aluminum pull-out
shelf
• Antimicrobial plastic top with
integrated push handles, remov-
able
• Durable, heat sealed powder
coat finish

Engineered and 
Manufactured in the U.S.

SPECIALLY MADE FOR MAGNETIC   
RESONANCE IMAGING SUITES 

Harloff is the only US based manufacturer to offer MR-Conditional
Safe carts in both 1.5 and 3.0 Tesla magnetic resonance environments. 
Our carts meet the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 

International Designation of MR-Conditional for use in a 3 Tesla or less 
environment of the Magnetic Resonance Imaging Suite (testing date 

January 13, 2010). 

Our carts are built primarily of non-ferrous aluminum, plastic and stainless 
steel for safe daily use in highly magnetic environments. We also offer  

Anesthesia and Emergency packages, multiple drawer configurations and 
extra MR-Conditional accessories.

MR7K

MR CONDITIONAL
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MR-CONDITIONAL CARTS
MR6K MR6K-MAN

MR6B MR6B-EMG
This six drawer MRI-Safe cart is 
equipped with a breakaway lock and 
100 numbered yellow seals. Each  
Harloff MRI cart is designed for safe 
use in the strong magnetic fields pres-
ent in MRI suites, meeting the ASTM 
designation of “MR-Conditional”.

Has all of the same great features 
of the MR6B but with the  
addition of an IV pole, cardiac
board, oxygen tank holder, utility
hooks and full drawer tray  
organizers making this ideal for  
use as an emergency cart.

One of our best selling MRI carts, this 
model features six storage drawers, 
corner bumpers, low-ferrous ball-bearing 
casters and low-ferrous drawer slides. 
Like all of our MRI-Safe carts, the MR6K 
is constructed only from non-magnetic or 
“weakly magnetic” materials.

Has all of the 
same great 
features of the 
MR6K but with 
the addition 
of side rails, 
3-tier back
rails and full
drawer tray
organizers.

MR7K-MAN
These two 
seven drawer 
MRI carts in-
clude BEST® 
brand locks 
on each 
cabinet with 
2 keys, a 
replaceable 
plastic top 
and several 
accessories 
ideal for 
anesthesia 
procedures. 
The larger 
MR7K-MAN
includes a 
pull-out shelf, 
the narrow 
version does 
not.

MRI-SAFE ACCESSORIES

Most MRI-Safe accessories 
can be located in the  
Small Cart Accessories 
document.  

Item # Description

MR-RBR2 2 Tier Raised Back Rail

MRN-RBR2 2 Tier Raised Back Rail 
for Narrow Carts

MR-RLHK MRI-Safe Rail Hook

680572 MRI-Safe Adjustable  
Dividers, 5 long, 5 short

68530-P1 MRI-Safe Adjustable  
Dividers with Tray, 3”  
Drawers. 3 Long, 5 Short

68620-P1 MRI-Safe Adjustable  
Dividers w/Tray for Narrow 
Carts, 3 Long, 3 Short

MRI-Safe 
version 

available

MRN7K-MAN



SPECIALTY 
CARTS
Medical facilities may need 
specialized equipment 
to effectively serve 
within their particular 
area of patient care, and 
having a specialty cart or 
cabinet to assist with this 
treatment is paramount. 
Whether you need a cast 
cart for patients with broken 
bones, a phlebotomy cart for 
IV and epidural procedures, 
a storage cart for your Intra-
Ocular lens boxes, a pediatric 
cart for your children’s area or 
something custom made for 
another area of specialization, 
Harloff has you covered.

Engineered and 
Manufactured in the U.S. 6035-TC

SPECIALIZED CARTS FOR
UNIQUE MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
Most Harloff specialty carts were developed because  
of customer requests. When a customer requires a  
specialized solution and they trust in Harloff’s  
unparalleled ability to make  custom and unique projects, great  
things can happen! We are proud to offer these “niche” carts to  
help fill unique needs in the medical community. Perhaps your  
idea will become the next specialty cart to help other professionals 
just like you!
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ORTHOPEDIC CAST CARTS
6035 6025
This popular 8-drawer cart 
includes a stainless steel folding 
side shelf, stainless steel side 
storage cabinet, swivel tourniquet/
pump pole and scissors cable.

This version of the 6035 has a 
cabinet and drawers made of 
stainless steel rather than heat 
sealed powder coat steel. Multiple 
locking options are available.

6035-TC 6025-TC
Our top selling cast cart,  
this model is just like  
the 6035 cart but with a top  
compartment for extra storage.

This stainless steel cart is just  
like the 6025 cart but with a  
Sand colored aluminum top  
compartment for extra storage.

6030
Designed in conjunction with orthopedic 
technicians to maximize functionality, 
our cast carts have one 3-inch drawer 
with a black vinyl mat, five 3-inch draw-
ers with drawer dividers and two 6-inch 
drawers with drawer dividers.

This basic cast cart has a bucket holder, 
towel bar and mounted ruler but does 
not come with top shelving or a pole.

ALL HARLOFF CAST 
CARTS FEATURE:

• Stainless steel bucket holder
with vinyl mat

• 24” stainless steel ruler
mounted on top of cart

• Aluminum towel bar
• Internal drawer dividers
• Corner bumpers
• 5” ball-bearing casters, all full

swivel - one tracking, one with
brake

• Ball-bearing full extension
drawer slides

• Latex free construction
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MS-SUTURE2-K
This suture cart has clear acrylic 
doors designed for operating rooms 
that require secure but visible storage 
and transport of sutures. It features 
five adjustable shelves and a bottom 
pass through compartment which can 
hold several sizes of Harloff trays.

Comes 
with a key 
lock or an 

e-lock

Compatible with 
multiple IntraOcular 
lens box sizes and 
brands including 
Alcon, Bausch 
and Lomb, Rayner 
and Abbot Medical 
Optics, this cart 
provides mobile 
storage for up to 
1,260 boxes. The 
six pull-out drawer 

shelves allow for 
quick visual scans of the 

types and powers of each 
IOL box kept organized with six 

adjustable dividers per drawer. Industry best 5” 
quiet rolling Tente® casters improve mobility and 
lenses are secured with a standard key lock.

For larger,  
non-standard sized 
IOL boxes we build  

custom cabinets that 
can meet your  
exact specs.

MS-IOL1260

MS-IOL1680
This high volume IOL cart is 
the equivalent size of a full 
height two column MedStor 
Max cabinet. It features eight 
drawers with full extension 
drawer slides to hold up to 
1,680 IOL boxes. This model  
can come equipped with 
optional lighting, a dimmable 
recessed LED that turns on 
automatically when doors are 
open. This is a perfect solution 
for large eye surgery centers 
that do 30-50 eyes per day.

This version holds up to 840 IOL 
boxes and is less than 41” tall.

MS-IOL840

INTRAOCULAR LENS CARTS AND SUTURE CARTS
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SPECIALTY CART ORDER SHEET
CAST CART ACCESSORIES

Item # Description

602001 Stainless Steel Folding Shelf

602002 Stainless Steel Side Storage Cabinet, Cast Cart

602003 Tourniquet Pump Pole, Field Install

602004 Scissors Security Cable, Cast Cart (Scissors not included)

602005 Clear Label Holders, (pkg of 10)

602106 Top Compartment and Organizer, Painted Aluminum –  
Holds BSN® and 3M® Supplies. 22″ H x 26″ W x 13″ D

602007 Tourniquet Pump Pole

602012 Black Vinyl Drawer Mat

WOOD VINYL CART ACCESSORIES

Item # Description

WV-680435 Waste container with wood grain finish

WV2359 Cup and straw holder with wood grain finish

WV-2362 Glove box holder (direct mount) with wood grain finish

WV-680325 Laptop shelf for wood grain finish carts

MR-Conditional Carts

MR7B    7-Drawer MR Crash Cart, Breakaway Lock

MR7B-EMG    MR7B with EMG accessory package

MRN6B    Narrow 6-Drawer MR Crash Cart, Breakaway Lk

MRN6B-EMG    MRN6B with EMG accessory package

MRN6K    Narrow 6-Drawer MR Anesthesia Cart, Key Lock

MRN6K-MAN    MRN6K with Anesthesia package

MRN7B    Narrow 7-Drawer MR Crash Cart, Breakaway Lk

MRN7B-EMG    MRN7B with EMG accessory package

MRN7K    Narrow 7-Drawer MR Anesthesia Cart, Key Lock

Cast Carts

6020    6030 in stainless steel

All cast cart models available in no lock, key lock, break-
away or e-lock versions. 

Wood Grain Finish Carts

WV6200 Wood Vinyl 2-Drawer Multi Treatment Cart  
and 21” Storage Area with Adjustable Shelf

WV6400 Wood Vinyl 6-Drawer Crash Cart, 
also available with a side cabinet

WV6450 Wood Vinyl 6-Drawer Treatment Cart, 
also available in e-lock and EKC

WV6520 Wood Vinyl 4-Drawer Isolation Cart

WV70DSPN Wood Vinyl 70 Dispill Capacity Med Cart

ADDITIONAL MODELS

Item # Description

Malignant Hyperthermia Carts

MH5302K One 3” and one 6” drawer with Follett refrigerator

MH4100B MH5100B with no accessory package

MH4200B MH5200B with no accessory package

MH4302K MH5302K with no accessory package

MH4216B MH5216B with no accessory package

MH carts come in key lock, breakaway or e-lock versions and can 
include with a Follett stainless steel refrigerator with 1.0 or 1.8 cubic 
feet capacity or an Accucold refrigerator with 2.4 cubic feet capacity.

Many of the “specialty” carts that Harloff carries (IOL 
carts, phlebotomy carts, etc) were created because of 
customer requests. No one understands what innova-
tions the medical industry needs better than those who 
are working daily in patient care. If you have an idea 
that you want to see materialize into a cart in the field, 
Harloff can help you. We have a full-time engineering 
staff that can assist you, and Harloff’s manufacturing 
team gives us an unparalleled ability to do custom and 
unique projects. Harloff has helped to pioneer small 
cart innovations such as bayonet mounted ball-bearing 
drawer slides, fully modular customizable designs and 
carts shipped fully assembled.

CUSTOM CARTS


